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THE LEGAL500 EMEA RANKINGS RELEASED:

“ONE OF THE BEST LAW
FIRMS IN CYPRUS”
The Legal 500 EMEA 2022 edition recommends
our law firm as one of the best law firms in
Cyprus. We are a TOP TIER firm in Dispute
Resolution, Corporate, Commercial & M&A, and
Tax and amongst the top in Cyprus in Banking &
Finance, and Real Estate and Construction.

The results also validate our team’s ability to
provide extensive legal advice to high-profile
banking and financial institutions, high-net worth
individuals, multinational corporations and
property and construction investors and project
developers.

Our “smart, honest and hard-working” team is
praised by the leading researchers for being
“capable of handling the most complex cases and
achieving the best results for clients“, through
“excellent use of technology” and
“transparency”. Clients confirm that we promote
diversity, new talent, innovation and ethical
values.

The team’s expertise on heading-up the
establishment of Cyprus International Trusts, and
projects involving virtual currencies,
cryptoassets, energy, mining and
telecommunications, is also praised.

The excellent rankings reflect our “solutionsoriented” team’s wealth of experience in
handling conventional and alternative forms of
dispute resolution, including the arbitration of
international and domestic disputes. Headed by
our “extremely talented” Senior & Managing
Partner, Stavros Pavlou, who is recommended in
the Hall of Fame, the dispute resolution practice
is “one of the most prominent” in Cyprus.
Leading individuals, Lia Iordanou Theodoulou – a
stand out star, and Stella Strati – a super talent,
lead the team in handling all aspects of business
and tax laws, including the tax aspects of crossborder transactions and tax litigation, along with
the provision of strategic advice on multijurisdictional projects, multimillion dollar
acquisitions, corporate restructurings and crossborder M&As.
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We would like to send our warmest thanks to our
associates and clients for their loyalty, and for
providing such extraordinary and positive
feedback. Most importantly, congratulations to
our talented and highly qualified team that
always acts with integrity, professionalism and
respect. We promise to keep adding real value to
our clients’ business, even in difficult times,
managing complexity “with out of the box and
innovative legal thinking”.
Check out the full commentary here:
https://www.legal500.com/firms/11269patrikios-pavlou-associates-llc/11992-limassolcyprus/#section-702558

